
LIST OF PROBLEMS FROM THE 2012 SEASON. Updated 2015. 

Updated comments in red. 

If you feel these are too negative, work with us to get everyone doing what they 

are supposed to do while officiating high school football here in West Virginia: 

1.  Missing illegal blocks below the waist by both the offense and the defense. 

Better 

2. Wings not starting on the sidelines for the snap. Better 

3. Wings fixed to the sidelines and not going on the field to mop on plays away from 

them.  

4. Wings not keeping their sidelines clear – especially during live ball action. Better 

5. Back judges not moving toward the flight of a punt or long forward pass. 

6. Back judges not moving away from the direct flight of a punt. 
7. BJs not monitoring team huddle on L sideline at change of quarter. 

8. BJs not moving to goal line on scoring plays where goal line is their 
responsibility.  Signaling from 2-3 yards (or more) in end zone. 

9. Referees not calling intentional grounding. Still a big problem 

10. Referees not moving into side zones on short gains and out of bounds plays to 
assist with sideline control and ball relay.  Getting worse 

11. Ditto for back judges on longer gains. 
12. Lack of hustle for all crew members. 

13. Umpires not concentrating on obtaining the counts of offense and five 50-79. 

Better 

14. Umpires not enforcing penalty distances from enforcement spot. Much better 

15. Umpires still placing the ball in the middle of the field when a kickoff goes out of 

bounds.  Improved some 

16. Umpires and linesmen – not placing ball at previous spot after 4th down 

incomplete pass and the linesmen not moving the stake forward a ball length.  

Still a BIG problem 

17. Misapplication of rules by entire crews, not just the referees.  We are all in this 

together.  Crews even missing simpler rules and penalty options/enforcements. 

Seems we really don’t communicate well 

18. Crews just working a game with no enthusiasm. Afraid this still exists 

19. A few crews not conducting a good pre-game. Getting pretty good 

20. Stopping the clock seems to be a disease that everyone wants to avoid.  When 

you see the stop the clock signal, you should also stop the clock.  This is a LAZY 

problem 

21. Officials who have dropped a flag but do not stop the clock when the ball 

becomes dead.  Better 



22. Illegal uniform adornments just being ignored.  They sure won’t go away by 

themselves.  We had to make a big deal of this problem to get it resolved.  This 

still needs work 

23. Some crews taking no pride in cleanly getting balls on and off the field without 

dropping or tossing them on the ground.  Much better 

24. Too much crew “huddling” on time outs. 
25. Lack of proper penalty enforcement mechanics, especially by the wing officials..  

Need LJ’s to hold enforcement line until sure and L’s to get to succeeding spot 

26. Referees and umpires not observing the offensive team.  Turning your back and 

looking away makes it look as though you are disinterested.  A tad better 

27. Too many hands in the air on scoring plays.  Is everybody watching? 
28. Wings not getting to goal line on short runs or plunges.  Much better 

29. On some 6-man crews (why you want to waste an official is beyond me) the two 

deep officials spend too much time chatting during dead ball intervals. They are 

now better at dead ball officiating 

30. Referees waiting excessively for team(s) to return at end of time out before 
marking ready for play.  Better 

31. Too many eyes on the ball on punts.  Losing coverage in front of and to side of    

receivers. 

32. No official “presence” monitoring teams entering field at same end, at same time 

prior to kickoff. 

 

 

There are several great crews in WV we all can learn from.  Playoff crews must 

being doing all of these correctly. 
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